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Deadhouse Gates AuthorTiven EricksonPoin ArtistSive StoneCountryUnidence United KingdomLanguageEnglishSeriesMalazan Book FallenGenreFantasy novelOpublisherBantam Books (UK and Canada) - Tor Books (USA)Publishing Date1 September 2000Media typePrint (Hardback) UK Paperback Edition)ISBN0-553-81311-0 (UK
paperback edition)OCLC47062853 Caused By Gardens moon After which Memory Of Ice Deadhouse Gates is the second novel in Stephen Erickson's epic fantasy series, Malazan Book of the Fallen. Deadhouse Gates follows from the first novel, The Gardens of the Moon and takes place concurrently with the events in the third novel
Memories of Ice. The novel was first published in the United Kingdom as a paperback on 1 September 2000, and was followed by a paperback edition of the mass market on 1 October 2001. The first edition in the United States was published in hardcover Tor Books on February 28, 2005 with a massive paperback edition on February 7,
2006. This is the only novel in the series where UK and US publications share the same cover; Other U.S. books use a different artist cover and style. The site of the introduction of Deadhouse Gates opens a few months after the events of the Garden of the Moon. Unlike the previous book, which followed different groups of characters in
close proximity to each other, the streams of characters in Deadhouse Gates are often separated by hundreds or thousands of miles at a time. The Malazan Empire was shaken by the cull of the nobility, many of whom were sent to the mines of Atatal Island off the coast of the subcontinent of The Seven Cities. However, Seven Cities
consumed the rebellion, known as the Whirlwind, led by the prophetess Shaik of the Holy Desert of Raraku. In connection with the capture of the cities, Malazan's forces in the city of Hissar began a daring evacuation by land to the continental capital of Malazan Aren. The 7th Army of Malazana, commanded by the legendary Coltaine of
the Wickans Raven Clan, is tasked with escorting 50,000 refugees about 1,500 miles to safety. This legendary march becomes known as the Dog Chain and will become part of the legends of seven cities. Meanwhile, the killer Kalam goes on a dangerous mission, and a group of travelers from Genabakis arrives in Seven cities on their
mysterious errands ... The plot of the Deadhouse Gates summary begins a few months after the completion of the Moon Gardens, although few characters and almost no bridge settings of the two novels. The main action of Memories of Ice, the third novel in the series, partially overlaps the action of Deadhouse Gates. Prologue and
Raraku Felicin Paran, the younger sister of Ganjes Paran, the protagonist of the previous novel, and Empress Lasin new adjunct Tavore Paran, caught up in the cull of the nobility Lasin, who intends to remove the competing centers of power. Felisin to meet bandit, and Heborich, the excommunicated high priest of Fener, the god of war,
who was punished by the removal of his hands. All three go to the otataral mine off the coast of the continent of the Seven Cities, where Felicine offers his body to the self-styled slave leader Benet in exchange for the protection of the trio, and becomes addicted to the drug durong. Meanwhile, Icarium, a semi-jaget immortal inventor and
warrior whose unsposted destructive past was removed from his memory to protect the world, travels in the company of Mappo Runt, the warrior Trella, who is secretly accused of observing and, ultimately, controlling the fury of Icarium. The two caught up in the battle between and among the Soletaken and D'ivers, werewolves who can
take the form of another beast or many beasts, respectively, follow the Way of the Hands to Tremorlor, Azat House in the Holy Desert of Raraku, which can offer Ascension and eventual piety. They go through a battle to take refuge in the temple of Oskaral Pust, the high priest of the Shadow, who can be crazy. Meanwhile, the Vikansky
leader Coltaine takes command of the 7th Army of the Malazan Empire, with the order to accompany the civilians of Malazan in the Seven Cities to the Imperial Continental Capital in the Arena, hundreds of leagues far away, on foot, to protect them from the expected uprising of the Seven Cities inspired by Shaik, a prophetess in the Holy
Desert of Raaku. The high fist of the continent, Pormkval, refuses the naval convoy, preferring to take refuge in the Arena itself. The Imperial historian Dwyker accompanies the 7th. Meanwhile, Fiddler, Kalam, Crocus and Apsalar (previously Sorry), after the events of the Garden of the Moon, land in Erlitan, one of the seven cities. Their
original mission was to return Apsalara to her native village, but Kalam and Violinist now plan to kill the Empress to test her growing power, using the Seven Cities Uprising as a way for Kalama to work out her way to her. The violinist meets Tano Spiritwalker, a magician who uses the song to work a spell that offers a song of power that
can provide the ascent of the Bridgeburners, whom he believes fought with honor in the dishonorable war of his empire to take seven cities. Kalam, a native of the Seven Cities, is connected with the protracted resistance to Malazana and agrees to deliver the Holy Book of Drijna, which will unleash the Apocalypse of Rebellion, Shaik in
Rarak. Kalam tail captain of The Red Blade Loyalists, Lostara Yil, who reveals his mission. Il follows Kalam to Shaik, watches as he delivers her the Book of Apocalypse and receives the gift of the bodyguard of the Aptorian demons, and kills her after Kalam's departure, despite the fact that the guards Shaik Leoman from Flails and
Toblakai. As Violinist, Crocus, and Apsalar travel separately through Raraku, Apsalar's memories gradually confirm that the rope, the patron saint of God who possessed it, as sorry, was the killer of the previous Emperor Kellenwad The Dancer, and that Kellenwad and the Dancer must have escaped Lasin's attempts by climbing to God
over the new Warren and Shadow House. Whirlwind Baudin and Heborich agree, with the help of Dwiker, to escape from the mine during the slave rebellion and give Felicine a chance to go with them, and she agrees. On the way to the coast, Heborik finds a huge jade pillar, which turns out to be just a finger of a huge figure, and touches
it with his stumps of hands, which draws his god Fener into the mortal kingdom. Fener runs, and Heborich's hands become tangible, mixing his Danul Warren with the magical deadly properties of otatarala. Duiker sends magician Kulpa on a Malazan boat to pick up the trio from the otateral island, but the company is drawn into the watery
Warren of the mad magician, where they sit on Silanda, where they find the headless rowers Tiste Andii, still capable of taking commands and the likely corpses of Tiste Edura in the captain's cabin. Soon they encounter the Logros T'lan Imass warriors under the direction of Bonekaster Hentos Ilm, pursuing an unnamed quarry, who tell
people that they are in Kurald Emurlahna, Elder Tiste Edur Warren. One of T'lan Imass sacrifices himself to heal the breach in Warren, and Imasova take one of the goals, but they leave people behind to find their own way out. Empty tells Ikaria and Mappo that Shaik will rise again, as a huge wall of deadly swirling sand surrounds Rarak,
and the winds inside reveal buried roads, structures and evidence that the desert was once coastal. They leave to find her and find instead The Violinist, Crocus and Apsalar, who have gone through storms, rebel chasers and the ongoing battle of the werewolf. The company returns to the Temple of Pusta, where his servant Servant turns
out to be Apsalar's father, transported he does not know how clear the attack of the shadow dog at the beginning of the Moon Gardens. Violinist, Crocus, Apsalar and Servant went to Tremorlor, which can offer a path to deadhouse, corresponding to Azat's home in Malaz City, where Lasin rules. Coltain defeats Hissar's rebel army, the city
where he takes command of the 7th, and begins a march to Arena, which comes to be known as the Chain of Dogs. Kamist Oloe, the empire's tall magician, rebels to lead the second army against the Coltin refugees. Wickans Coltaine defeated one of the Kamist Reloe tribes, although they outnumbered seven to one, thereby convincing
Duiker that Coltaine meant to do more than just escape the rebellion. When the refugees found themselves on a wide river between the two armies, Coltaine insists on giving Malazan nobles under Nethpara no special treatment despite their protests, and it turns out that he insisted on sending the wagons of the wounded across the river
to hide the road under the water that his deminers then blow up when the peasant army begins to cross it behind the fleeing refugees, while Coltaine leads his forces to defeat the army ahead of the refugees. The sorcerers of Coltane, led by Sorma E'nath, defeated the tribal god Semka, knocking the spirits of the earth against him. Kalam
heads south towards Arena, accompanied by Apt and chased by Yil. He learns of the traitor Jistala in the Pormkuala camp in the Arena from the rebels, whom he joins during his travels, and joins the Malazan family fleeing to Aren after he helps them defeat the rebels, including Captain Keneb and the sister of his wife Minala, both
warriors. The Mappo dog chain shows the Fiddler that he and Icarium have found carvings in the Temple of Pusta that resemble the deck of dragons, but with ancient holds rather than modern houses, and suspect that the Werewolves' Hand Way may end in the temple itself, and that Pust hopes he and Icarium will protect it. The servant
goes to the suspected site of the rebirth of Shaik and Ilarium, Mappo, Fiddler, Crocus and Apsalar pursue him, suspecting that Pust, Shadow and Cotillon may intend to replace Shaik as the prophetess of the rebellion to attract and kill Lasin. Kulp manages to open a lease from Kurald Emurlahn to his own Middle Warren, attracting the
attention of the undead Solakenen dragon, who gives Kulpe the power to heal the rent. The Dragon leads Silanda into the fire of Warren, and Kulp, Heboric, Baudin, and Felisin fall or jump to safety in a worldly world near Raraku as the ship moves between warrens, on fire. Stormy, Truth and Hesler, accompanying Kulp, were trapped on
the ship. Baudin Felicin's heroic rescue during their flight makes Heboric and Kulp suspicious, and he admits that he is Talon's killer, sent by Tavora to protect Felicin. The company takes refuge in a cave network to escape the whirling sand of Raraku and finds the first city of the T'lan Imass Empire, destroyed within hours by an outbreak
of conflict between Soletaken and D'ivers, and signs in the deck keeps that the beast Hold the throne is empty. Leaving the city, they meet a magician who identifies as Nawal Ebur, but turns out to be Soletaken Gryllen. Grillen consumes Kulpa, but Baudin wounds him and Grillen runs. Baudin is badly wounded, and Felisin and Heborik
leave him behind, only to meet Leoman and Toblakai guarding Shaik's corpse; they recognize her as Sha'ik reborn, the mantle Felisin takes. As the water grows scarcely and the raiders harry the refugees, the Coltaine group approaches the P'atha River. His sorcerers Neil and Neter at some point open a tunnel to the raider camp to
destroy him, accidentally opening the water underground, and learn that the Tribe of Semka has a piece of the ruined god Semka, sewn into it. At the intersection of P'ata, Neil and Nether donate a mare as a gift heavy cavalry with enough force to charge the artificial ramp kamista Relo, and they are helped by wayward deminers who hid
in the ramp the night before; Marines skillfully guard the wounded, and the Vikan gang guarding the refugees destroys the attackers, though not without the loss of refugees, and attacks the flanks flanks of the flanks to drive them away. Kalam and the company use the stone Fast Ben gave Kalam that puts them in imperial Warren, which
is full of bones to bypass the Corbolo House of the additional army of rebellion. Lasin's Claw Pearl detects the breach and meets Yil there. Apt, in the mornings of Kalama, removes 1,300 Malazan children crucified by The Corthero House Army in Warren Shadow and rescues one child, Panek, to ride on and merge with her, then trails
Pearl and Yil in Imperial Warren and follows them as Pearl challenges a Semk-related warrior and Apt kills him. Kalam and company leave Warren in the Arena to find out that Salk Elan, who claims to be a friend of Kalam, is waiting for him with the ship, and although Kalam suspects that he has no choice but to investigate. Arriving in
Aren, Il was detained along with other Red Blades on suspicion of treason. Keneb joins the garrison of the city. Deadhouse Gates and Epilogue Icarium finds one of its own measuring devices intact and 94,000 years old in the midst of the ruined city of the First Empire, but accepts The Fiddler and Mappo assurances that the ascendant or
god must be responsible for the destruction. Apsalar and Servant lead the Violinist, Crocus, Ikaria, and Mappo to the threshold of what Isazar calls the knotted torn piece of Warren to which his false Hand Path led the werewolves, but they enter it because the Servant can use what is in him to take them home. Inside Warren, they find
Azat's home of Tremorlor. Ilarium can say that the house is under siege by werewolves and damaged Warren, and plans to fight to protect it. Mappo fears that Azat will take Icaarium, which the unnamed who chose him to guard Icarium will contribute. Ivarium senses his hesitation and tells Mappo that he will die for him, and Mappo tells
Iarium the truth about the city of the First Empire. Iarium tells Mappo to house it if it accepts it, although it will mean eternal imprisonment. Shadow hounds join them as they approach the House through a battle in its surrounding labyrinth and try to take Icarium after he defeats some werewolves, but Mappo, Fiddler, and even Apsalar
threaten to protect him, and Pust is forced from his deal to give Azath Icarium in exchange for not taking the hounds. The fiddler's shell with his song Tano and ammunition delivered from the Fast Ben Trigall Trade Guild help contain the werewolves, as does bhoka'rala Crocus, who turns out to be the only demon who becomes the
guardian of Tremorlor after the discovery The interiors of Tremorlor are like a map of all the houses of Azat, and The Empty, and then Icarium and Mappo disappear to other parts of the world before Violinist, Crocus, Servant, and Apsalar find their way to Malaz City, where deadhouse in Guardian Gothos reveals that Icarium is his son and
his crime was to injure Warren, trying to free Gotos from Azath (although Gotho). (The pust, later on the way home, finds the spider d'ivers Mogora hiding in his clothes, but not interested in the Way of the Hands, and sees the dragon T'lan Imass Bonecaster, the keeper of the real gate in his temple, leave in Warren.) Kalam meets Salk
Elan to find out that Ragstopper and the entire Arena fleet have been confiscated, and Admiral Nock is arrested by Pormkwal, who plans to flee by sea. Minala sneaks on board the merchant after Ragstopper, who Pormkval puts on his treasurer. The Treasurer finds himself in a league of pursuit pirates, and Elan and Kalam work with the
Marines on board to thwart his plan. Kalam gets the feeling that the captain is under the glamour not to tell him something important, so he contacts Fast Ben for help, who says that the ship is really under the glamour of confusion, and that he will try to get the help of Fiddler and Company as they approach Tremorlor because of the active
warrens. The ship arrives in Malaz City, and Elan reveals himself as Pearl, and that although the Empress wants to talk to Kalam, Claw takes care of his own business and stabs Kalama and throws him overboard to meet with three claws in the city, and Minala catches up with him and helps him. Apt and Panek seem to force the pearl to
retreat before it can kill the captain and the Ragstopper crew; The captain's assistant calls him Carter before the captain stops him. Kalam reaches the audience of Laseen's camera, where she is hidden as he accuses her of killing Bridgeburners intentionally (she denies it), outlaw Dujek (it's a ploy), killing Dassem Ultor (admittedly, but he
threatened civil war), killing a dancer and Kellenvad (admittedly, but the Empire demands it), and incompetence in seven cities (revenge) ; he leaves after hearing her defense. The group Apt and Fiddler appears as Kalam and Minala leave Mock's Hold and Shadowthrone takes them all into the shadows to save them from the claws that
are still after Kalam. Apsalar, Crocus and Servant ask to go to Apsalar's house in Itco Kahn; Kalam and Minala join Apt in the new home of 1,300 crucified children; and the Violinist is recruited again to join the master of Tavor. Coltaine refuses the plea of the nobles to return Ubaryd; Dwiker believes this is because the approaching
Korbolo Dom is an experienced general and a greater threat, while Kamist Reloe was just a magician. Coltain makes former slaves soldiers of the Seventh. When the Chain reaches the Vatar River, Silanda is there, and turbulent, and Truth to take the most seriously wounded on board. One of Coltine's officers recognizes Gesler as a
former captain, and when Hesler threatens to hit him if he is promoted again, Coltin will hit Gesler and break his arm; Neil concludes that Hesser, Stormy and Truth have almost risen. Coltaine rejects Corbolo's proposal that refugees cross the river, but nobles and refugees cross anyway, and Corbolo sends archers on floating bridges to
kill them. Coltaine sappers are among the refugees and save many, like Sormo, who died in battle; 20,000 refugees are dying all told. Coltaine promotes a particularly effective deminer sergeant, only to find out that he has demoted their captain. Past Watar, the column passes through the remnants of the war between the Jaguts and the
haunting T'lan Imas. The Trigal Trade Guild arrives through Warren to provide food and water from Dudjek and friends in Darujistan and a bottle for Coltaine to crush his chest when the time comes (never underestimate the Empress), and everyone present realizes that Dudjek's alleged treason is false, and he fights with his former
enemies against Pannion Siera in the mail. One of the three tribes facing the Chain attacks the other two and the Army House, defeating the tribes, but not the army, but declares the Vikans the most powerful after they survive the multiwater fighting around them. The chain continues south, tormented by the forces of the House; Coltaine
sends refugees to buy a passage with the biddable Haven tribe while the Wickans and even the wounded stand and fight to cover their retreat. Coltaine insists that Duiker keep a bottle of Dujek sent him, because it is more important that the memory empire survive than its soldiers. The Arena Gate is open to refugees, but Pormkua's army
does nothing to cover their flight. Camist Rilo finally captures Coltaine in front of the city and crucified it, but Archer Squint kills him from the city wall at Dwyker's insistence and thousands of crows arrive to carry away his spirit (which in the epilogue enters the body of a previously motionless baby in the belly of Wakana's widow). Mallik Rel
calls Pormkula to face the House rather than wait a week for Tavor's fleet, and the army is surrounded and surrendered at The Urging of Real. When Dwyer calls Rel a jishtal, Keneb remembers Kalama talking about the traitor from Jistall in the Arena, and Keneb flees to Aren. The house is crucified by Dwyker and 10,000 other soldiers.
Ikarius and Mappo later leave Azat Warren on the way of Are to find Stormy, Gesler, and Truth in search of Duiker's corpse among the crucified, but Baruk bhok'arala's servants from Darujistan find him first and take the bottle with his spirit in it and his body. Ivarium has lost the memory of most of the events of the book, and he and Mappo
continue their journey. Felisin and Heboric go to the oasis of Shaika with Leoman and which, according to Heborik, are carried by chained souls. Felicin tells others to open the holy book: Leoman sees nothing, Toblakai cries, and Heboric refuses to touch it and disarms and throws Toblakai when he attacks him for it. Felic will milk Shaik's
clothes and, using something from the power of the goddess, she reads the thoughts of the High Magicians: Bidital mocked Shaik as a child, Fehril tried to poison her three times, and L'oric is a mystery, but everyone kneels in front of her with the crowd after all. Felisin takes the power of the goddess, but does not give up completely, and
adopts a young girl and calls her Felisin. The whirlwind turns out to be a Warren that Shaik's army can use to travel fast. Felisin/Shaik and her army travel through Warren to learn that Dom does not take aren't taking the Arena and return to Rarach to wait for Tavore's promotion on their own terms. Walsh Links, Neil (2000). Dead Gate: A
Tale of the Malazan Book of the Fallen. SF website. Received on July 18, 2009. External links deadhouse Gates title listing on the Internet's speculative fiction database Deadhouse Gates's Online List of Books Extracted from
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